Against strong 1NT openers, you should use
whatever system you already have on the card, but
discuss whether these systems are on over a 1NT
opener that is followed by two passes.
Another important discussion point is what to

What would your call be? If you answer Pass,
you can stop reading. I have seen players making
takeout doubles with hands like this too often. If
they are lucky, partner will bid one of the minors.
More often, advancer (partner of the doubler) will
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Thinking bridge

Defensive commentary: As East, start a high-low with the ♥J at trick one. West knows the ♥J shows a singleton or doubleton, so he continues
with the ♥K. As it happens, it was from a doubleton and now the ♥Q in dummy is an established winner. In order to kill the ♥Q before trumps
are drawn, lead a third heart. West ruffs the third heart with the ♠9.
Play commentary: As South, do not overruff the ♠9! It is safer to discard your inevitable diamond loser. If West has ruffed with the singleton 9
(possible), and you overruff, you will wind up losing a trump trick to West. Worse, you will go down, losing two hearts, a spade and a diamond.
If you discard a diamond at trick three, you take the next 10 tricks. Making four.
As a defender, when you have established a trick in dummy upon which declarer, now void in the suit, can take a discard (♥Q) and partner is
also void in the suit, lead the suit while partner still has a trump to kill the discard.
As declarer, if faced with the choice of overruffing a spot card with an honor card (♠9 with the ♠Q), which may weaken your trump holding,
discard a sure loser instead if you have one.

